


“Jamie’s honesty and willingness to share all of the beautiful 
and brutal parts of foster care are so refreshing and encouraging 
to me as a fellow foster mom. If you are brand-new to foster-
ing or have been fostering for a decade, this book will resonate 
deeply with you, give you loads of practical advice for the many 
difficult situations you’ll encounter in foster care, help you feel 
like you aren’t alone, and point you to Jesus on the really hard 
and exhausting days.”

Crystal Paine, foster mom, blogger, podcaster,  
and New York Times bestselling author

“When it comes to encouraging and equipping parents on the 
foster care journey, Jamie Finn deserves your full attention. I 
laughed, I cried, I was inspired, and so much more as I read 
Foster the Family. This is the personal, heartfelt, and inspiring 
book we need to move us into action. Whether you’re new to 
the foster care journey or a seasoned veteran, this book needs 
to be on your shelf. You will read it again and again.”

Mike Berry, author of Winning the Heart of  Your Child  
and CEO of The Honestly Adoption Company

“Foster parents, adoptive parents, parents of any kind, Foster 
the Family is a book you will want to read! With real- life sto-
ries and practical gospel teaching, Jamie Finn shares openly 
about the joys and challenges of living out the abundant life 
here on earth. She reminds us of our ultimate purpose as foster 
parents and, hint: it’s not about the kids! Read this book and 
let it change your perspective and drive you closer to the heart 
of God.”

Jami Kaeb, founder and executive director  
of The Forgotten Initiative
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“Foster the Family is a beautifully written story, straight from 
the heart of my good friend Jamie Finn. Jamie is a masterful 
storyteller. Her thoughtfulness, vulnerability, and honesty will 
bring insight and hope to all who read this work of art.”

Kristin Berry, author of Keep the Doors Open  
and co- creator of The Honestly Adoption Company

“This is the book all Christian foster parents need. Jamie Finn 
writes with wisdom born of experience and the authority of a 
woman deeply rooted in her faith. You will be encouraged and 
emboldened in your foster care journey.”

Lisa Qualls, coauthor of The Connected Parent

“Jamie masterfully pulls back the curtain of her foster parent-
ing journey for us all to see what the beautifully broken journey 
looks like— in real life and in real time. Through raw and real 
stories filled with deep hurts and profound hopes told in a 
resonating voice that helps put words to your experiences and 
emotions, you will see yourself throughout. Your heart will be 
encouraged, your soul will be filled, your mind will be renewed, 
and your resolve to press on will be strengthened.”

Jason Johnson, author of Reframing Foster Care

“Foster the Family is truly a gift to the world of adoption and 
foster care. I highly recommend this book to every person in 
the adoption triad. As an adopted person, I was tremendously 
blessed by this book. Author Jamie Finn offers a welcoming 
hand to struggling and prospective foster parents. Jamie’s bibli-
cal teachings are like markers along the way, reminding readers 
that prayer and God’s Word will deepen peace and that total 
surrender to Jesus is the answer to every human struggle.”

Sherrie Eldridge, author of Twenty Things Adopted Kids 
Wish Their Adoptive Parents Knew  

and host of 20 Things Adoption Podcast
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“Foster the Family is packed full of honest reflections, action-
able wisdom, and heartfelt encouragement for anyone who 
is in the foster care journey. Jamie has such a huge heart for 
everyone involved in foster care— foster parents, kiddos, birth 
families— and you can feel her warmth and love come through 
the pages as you read. This book is a must- read for anyone cur-
rently involved in foster care or for those considering it. You 
need this book!”

Jenn Hook, coauthor of Replanted and executive director  
of Replanted Ministry

“Just wow! This book is truly something special. Are you a 
foster parent who needs to feel seen and supported? This book 
is going to be a priceless gift to you! Are you considering be-
coming a foster parent? I believe this book will inspire you and 
prepare you to take the next step if this is where God is leading 
you. Are you simply curious about what it looks like to be a 
foster parent? Jamie’s stories will grip you and move you and 
maybe even tempt you to ‘taste and see’ why foster parenting 
is worth it. The Finns’ foster care journey is told with raw and 
powerful storytelling, and it is deeply rooted in the truth of 
Scripture. I wholeheartedly recommend it.”

Jeannie Cunnion, author of Don’t Miss Out  
and Mom Set Free

“Be prepared for your perspective of foster care and God to 
shift. While reading this book, you will be challenged and met 
in your challenges. You will be uncomfortable and comforted.”

Tori Hope Petersen, former foster youth and the nation’s 
leading foster care advocate
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For my husband, who’s sacrificed so much for this book  
and this ministry and this foster care life.  

Your partnership makes it all possible;  
your love keeps me going.

For my parents, who taught me that I can do anything but 
that the only things worth doing are done for Him.
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Welcome to My LifeWelcome to My Life

MMy eyes bolt open. Still hovering between asleep and awake, 
I fight to remember what I’d been dreaming about. What-

ever it was, I think my kids were screaming. As I retrace the 
memory, I hear it again and realize it’s the actual sound of my 
actual kids downstairs screaming. Squinting, I dial in to the 
muffled sounds from below. Are those happy screams? Are they 
playing? “That’s mine! I hate you!” I hear. Nope. I hop out of 
bed, hoping the toddler asleep in the crib across my room isn’t 
disturbed by my urgent steps— or by the screaming downstairs.

The sleeping toddler was a baby girl of five months when 
New Jersey’s DCPP1 called about placing her. But that was 
about eighteen months ago, on Christmas Day. My husband 
and five kids, which included our foster son—a two- year- old 
boy with the biggest, brownest eyes you’ve ever seen— were 
opening presents by the tree. Not only was it Christmas, but 
the next day was my husband’s birthday. I thought it might be 
a hard sell, so I put on my best doe eyes. “Babe, it’s Christmas. 
She’s at the police station. She needs a home.”
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It didn’t take much convincing. “Yeah, of course. Tell them 
yes,” he replied.

When they brought her over, she lay asleep in her car seat 
for an hour while we all circled around her, commenting on her 
long fingers and pink eyelids. Rule number one of foster parent-
ing (and, of course, parenting): Never wake a sleeping baby.

She used to sleep through anything, but not anymore. Now 
I had to tiptoe.

Two of the other four kids (who shall remain nameless to 
protect the guilty) are awake and fighting over an old prepaid 
phone that lost its minutes and ability to charge (not to men-
tion worth) three years ago. I rub my half- open eyes and start 
in with my best “gotcha” parenting. “Girls, what do you love 
more— the old phone that doesn’t work or your sister?”

One characteristically looks at the ground and shuts down, 
silent. The other characteristically stomps off to her room and 
screams, “The phone, stupid! I hate this family! I wish I had 
another family!” Right on cue, the toddler starts to cry upstairs.

I comfort both the shut- downer and the screamer with long 
and silent hugs and correct them with the reminder that toys 
that provoke wars between siblings are confiscated for the day. 
It’s Band- Aid parenting, for sure, but I have to get on with the 
morning. We have the crisis mental- health case manager coming 
at 9:00 and the toddler’s new worker coming at 9:30. I need to 
get five kids bathed, dressed, fed, and hopefully no longer fight-
ing in two hours’ time. It’s looking like a two- out- of- three day 
for me, so I choose bathed and dressed and skip my breakfast 
in favor of brushed teeth. Three cups of coffee and a psalm is 
my busy morning go- to.

The hot shower washes away the night’s aches. God’s mer-
cies are new every morning, and a good shower certainly helps. 
These seven minutes will almost certainly be my only alone and 
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quiet time this morning, so I think through the day, starting 
with the kids’ assignments. We’re in our first year of hybrid 
homeschooling: three days of classes at “school” with teachers 
and other kids, two days at home with me and their siblings. I 
used to homeschool full- time until work started to pick up, and 
being both a homeschooling mom and a work- at- home mom 
(two mutually exclusive roles) became impossible.

Work for me isn’t easily defined. I write about foster care on 
the internet, I host a podcast, I speak at conferences. I also own 
a business that sells products that center around and benefit 
foster care. And I’m the founder and executive director of a 
nonprofit organization that serves local foster families. It’s a 
little bit of a lot of different things, but it all centers around 
this one thing: foster care.

When I became a foster parent seven years ago, I never could 
have known how it would take over every part of my life. I 
write and talk about; fundraise, plan, encourage, and strategize 
for; and live foster care all day every day. My husband, Alan, 
and I talked about adoption in a “probably, one day” sort of 
way ever since I met and fell in love with him at the ripe old 
age of fourteen, but ten years in, we hadn’t taken any steps. 
When my brother and sister- in- law adopted through foster care, 
we thought they were crazy, but God used them and others, 
along with books and Scripture, to convict and convince us. 
We signed on with a nervous (on Alan’s part) and excited (on 
my part) willingness to accept one healthy child at a time on a 
very day- by- day sort of basis. We were going to try this thing 
out, see how it went. Twenty- four kids of various ages, two 
adoptions, and an array of medical needs, behavioral issues, 
and circumstances later, I’d say we’re pretty much in it for life.

We approached our “yes” to foster care with our two bio-
logical kids, Liv and Wes— five and two at the time— in tow. 
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Since then our family has (permanently) grown by two more 
through the adoption of two of our foster daughters, Bella 
and Em. Our house has three open beds that are almost always 
taken up by one or two other kids as the need arises. If you’re 
counting, that’s four to six kids— four forever children and one 
or two temporary foster children. Right now the lineup of our 
five kids includes Liv (twelve, biological), Wes (nine, biologi-
cal), Bella (seven, adopted from foster care), Em (six, adopted 
from foster care), and Jovie (two, foster). I typically subscribe 
to a “labels don’t matter; they’re just our kids” mindset, but for 
our purposes on these pages, I think the distinction is helpful.

As I jump out of the shower and throw on my at- home uni-
form of yoga pants and a tee, I get a text from the toddler’s 
lawyer. “Are you available for a video conference today at 2:00?” 
I set a timer on my phone for 1:45 before even responding with 
“Yes.” I completely forgot about the video conference that was 
scheduled for last Friday, and I can’t let that happen again. Once 
may be forgivable, but twice is not. One thing is for sure: All the 
appointments and paperwork of foster care have confronted 
my forgetful, disorganized self head- on.

I get everyone dressed and fed semisuccessfully. Yes, one kid’s 
sensory processing issues meant we had a fifteen- minute melt-
down because the only pair of acceptable pants (despite the 
eight pairs of perfectly fine pants sitting in the dresser) was 
sopping wet in the washer. And, yes, one of the kids hid in the 
kitchen cabinet, nowhere to be found, when they heard that a 
social worker would be visiting. And, yes, the toddler threw an 
entire tray of food onto the ground while repeating— in mockery 
of me, I’m convinced, as I’m on my hands and knees cleaning 
it up—“Uh oh, uh oh, uh oh.” But they’re all dressed and fed.

As I get the big kids started on their schoolwork, there’s a 
knock on the door. The crisis mental- health worker—a twenty-
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something guy wearing a Star Wars T- shirt— pulls one kid into 
the dining room. They talk behaviors and stressors and goals 
until the conversation eventually devolves into playing Nin-
tendo together. Another knock on the door. New worker. We 
shake hands as she looks into the dining room and starts to 
introduce herself to the therapist. Oh no, she thinks that’s my 
husband. “This is one of my other kids and their therapist,” I 
explain. “You can come into the living room.” Over time, the 
cast of workers, lawyers, and therapists so regularly in my home 
has become the norm.

The worker and I talk about the upcoming court hearing. 
She’s brand- new to the case, so I actually know far more than 
she does. I narrate the timeline and characters and plot up to 
this point in an effort to get her caught up. She talks about 
the biological mom in a tired kind of way, like she has already 
given up on her.

“She really loves her,” I offer, but I can only imagine how easy 
it is to open a case file like hers and write her off immediately.

The worker adjusts her tone to meet mine. “I hope she can do 
what it takes,” she replies. “I’ll be back next month,” she adds 
as the therapist walks into the room to say his goodbyes too.

They look at each other again, both trying to figure out the 
other. I walk them both to the door. In case you’ve never done 
it, walking two completely unrelated people to the door at the 
same time is more awkward than you’d think. They both head 
out, and the kids and I jump into the rest of our day.

I practice the letter R with one. “What’s this?” I ask, showing 
an image of a rug. “Rrr, rrr, rrr.”

“Carpet!” she yells out, proudly.
“Close!” I congratulate.
I gather the crew for history and read aloud about the French 

Revolution. The kids are fascinated with the idea of a guillotine 
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and take turns falling over, decapitated and dead. I see the op-
portunity for a Les Misérables solo. “Do you hear the people 
sing?” I belt as I jump onto the couch, fist in the air.

“Nooo.” The kids laugh. This may not be the first time I’ve 
done this.

We wrap up school and move on to nap time and screen time, 
bike rides and board games, snacks, snacks again, more snacks, 
and asked- for- again- and- denied snacks. When the timer rings 
at 1:45, I pick up my phone with confusion. I stare at the buzz-
ing screen for too long, trying to remember what the reminder 
is supposed to be reminding me of. When I finally do, I thank 
myself for setting it.

I log on to the computer and prepare for the video conference 
with the lawyer. “Hi, Jamie,” I hear through the pixelated screen. 
I can hear it in her voice: bad news, or at least news she doesn’t 
want to break. She passes right over the niceties. “So, the court 
ordered for you to go to the prison with the child to meet Dad.”

My voice sounds chipper. “Okay, that’s fine,” I say as I drag 
my palm against my forehead, forgetting for a moment that 
the video betrays me.

“Are you willing to do that?” she inquires, noticing that my 
actual language and my body language don’t match up.

“Yes, of course!” I answer and look into the camera. This 
time I remember to smile.

When I close the laptop, the babysitter (my mom— the baby-
sitter is my mom) knocks. I give her the rundown of the day 
and a few guidelines: “They already had screen time, so outside 
time, please. And Alan will be home by 5:30 with dinner, so 
don’t worry about feeding them.”

“Sounds good,” she agrees as the kids circle like seagulls.
“Mom- mom, look! Mom- mom, come here! Mom- mom, 

want to see?”
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“One snack each,” I say firmly as I walk out the door. She 
already knows the one- snack rule, but I say it for the benefit of 
the listening kids, who are sure to pester her for two or three 
or ten.

Today’s work is my day job, so to speak, working at the 
Foster the Family offices. My team and I serve a network of two 
hundred local foster families through emergency and holistic 
care. The emergency care occurs immediately after a foster 
family welcomes a new child. One of our on- call volunteers 
visits our office and builds a FosterCare Package of new cloth-
ing, supplies, hygiene items, and special comfort items for the 
specific age, gender, and needs of the child who was placed 
in the foster home. They also deliver a homemade meal and 
information about our resources. That’s where the holistic care 
comes in. We host support group meetings, respite babysitting 
nights, trainings, and special events. We have a helpline and 
offer mentorship, we throw parties and buy gifts, and we send 
care packages and deliver supplies. Really, what we do is pro-
vide a context for foster parents to find community and receive 
support. Serving alongside our staff of six and volunteer force 
of fifty takes up much of my time, brain capacity, and heart.

As I drive to the office, I get a notification on my phone that 
one of our families is out of diapers, wipes, and formula and 
can’t get to the store because the whole family is sick. “I’ve got 
this one,” I text my director of operations. I’m usually stuck 
behind a desk or sitting in meetings, so I don’t often get to serve 
foster families hands- on. But this family lives five minutes from 
me, and I need a periodic feet- to- the- ground reminder of why 
we do what we do, so I decide to tack it on to my drive home.

Afternoon turns to evening through the window above my 
desk. I pack up the bundle of baby necessities for the local fam-
ily, making sure to grab a fun surprise for each of the sick kids. 
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Welcome to My Life

Car rides— empty, alone car rides— have become my happy 
place. I listen to my favorite podcast as I head to the house of 
the foster family. I don’t want to disturb them (or get sick), so I 
drop the package on the doorstep and send a text before driving 
home. “I left everything at your door. Feel better soon. Reach 
out if you need anything at all.” It’s official— no one else needs 
me for the rest of the day. I turn on my music and head home.

Alan pauses the basketball game as I walk in. I get a run-
down of the kids’ day. Highlights include a meltdown over mac 
and cheese, a blowout diaper, a fifteen- minute search for the 
remote that was both hidden and found by the same kid, one 
child’s nightly panic attack about brushing teeth, and a night 
terror. But, of course, highlights also include sidewalk chalk 
with Mom- mom, a dad- versus- kids game of soccer, grilling 
and eating on the deck, and an ’80s kids’ movie with popcorn. 
A normal day, really. Equal parts challenging and exhausting, 
blessed and sweet. Alan shares about his workday, and I share 
about mine. He reaches for my hand and smiles, saying, “I’m 
proud of you,” like he does at the end of most days.

As we crawl into bed, Alan notices the light of my iPhone. 
“What are you doing?” he whispers.

“I have to post something on Instagram real quick,” I reply. 
It’s not an unusual answer. Some people may consider social 
media a time waster, but it’s an important part of my job. Shar-
ing about my life and about foster care on the internet each 
day leads me to contemplation, readjustment, and worship. I 
pull up a photo to post, and my cursor blinks in expectation. 
I think through the day with all its busyness and challenges. 
I think about how abnormal some of the “normal” parts of 
our day are. I think about how hard it can be to have kids 
who are affected by mental illness, drug and alcohol exposure, 
trauma, and neglect. I think about how much I sometimes want 
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“the system” out of my home and my day. I think about how 
exhausting and endless this work of supporting other foster 
families and children can be. I think about it through the lens 
of all that I know, all that I’ve come to learn, all that I believe, 
and I begin to type.

My path into brokenness began with a prayer: God, break my 
heart for the things that break yours. He broke my heart. And 
he broke the lie that this life is about me and my happiness, 
broke the quest for a perfectly average life, broke the desire for 
ease and success and passing joys. There’s great beauty in a 
life of brokenness- by- decision: A shattered heart seeping out 
the sacrifice of praise. A life cracked open and poured out in 
worship to Him. An invitation for God Himself to make me whole.

#brokenandbeautiful #fostercare #fostermom 
#fosterthefamilyblog2

I turn off my phone and place it on the bedside table. I roll 
over and whisper, “Alan?”

“Yeah?”
“I forgot to tell you one thing. I emailed our worker today 

and told her that we’re ready for another placement.”
He makes a sound that’s hard to distinguish in the dark but 

that I know is a laugh. At least I hope it is. I’m sure if I could see 
him, it would be accompanied by an eye roll and a conspirato-
rial smile. “Okay,” he whispers.

I kiss him on the forehead and rest my head on the pillow. 
Time to get a good night’s sleep. Tomorrow we do it again.
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IntroductionIntroduction

I I was big into Shakespeare as a teen. Now, before you get the 
wrong idea about what kind of teenager I was, you should 

know that this was right around the time Leonardo DiCaprio 
and Claire Danes played Romeo and Juliet. My obsession may 
have had less to do with the Bard and more to do with the 
Heartthrob. Whatever my introduction to sixteenth- century 
theater, I was hooked. I consumed every Shakespeare play, 
moved on to the sonnets, and landed in the biographies and 
commentaries and literary criticisms.

It was there that I learned that when Shakespeare wanted to 
communicate something and couldn’t find the right word, he 
would just make one up. And he didn’t make up one word. He 
invented- as- he- went seventeen hundred words that you and I 
use on a daily basis. Words like arouse and rant and negoti-
ate and lonely. Lonely. Can you imagine the English language 
without the word lonely?

To my little budding writer’s heart, making up a word you 
thought should exist was about as presumptuous and beautiful 
a concept as I could imagine. It still is.
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Introduction

I’m no Shakespeare. I officially “nose goes” the job of choos-
ing the word. But there needs to be a word, just for foster par-
ents, that says it all. We need a word. Something that encom-
passes every conflicting emotion and thought and experience 
without all the caveats and buts and I feel A and also B, and I 
think I’m supposed to feel Cs that typically pepper our speech. 
Bittersweet doesn’t cut it. All the feels has been hijacked by teen-
agers, who have not, in fact, felt all the feels. We need something 
else. A guttural, can’t- be- put- into- words expression that gath-
ers up the depths of every contradictory thought and emotion 
all at once.

Being a foster parent means that nothing just makes sense 
anymore. It means we can no longer sort thoughts and feelings 
into wrapped- up, pretty packages. It means spending much of 
our life confused and conflicted and overwhelmed. Half the 
time we don’t know what we want. Most of the time even our 
prayers are perplexed. We regularly wade through the depths 
of opposing experiences.

It’s all so much, I just want someone to tell me, “Here’s how 
you should think. Here’s how you should feel. Here’s what you 
should do. Now, go on; you’ve got this.” It may still be hard, 
but at least I would know what I was doing.

But there’s no handbook for foster parenting, maybe because 
no two children, parents, cases, workers, judges, plans, out-
comes, behaviors, diagnoses, emotions, challenges, or overall 
experiences are the same. Probably because none of us know 
what we’re doing enough to write one.

But God is kind. He has given us a handbook for life: His very 
words in Scripture. Thank the Lord, the Bible is more than just 
a how- to manual, more than a list of rules and expectations. 
It’s a map. And not one primarily for our journey through this 
life, but one outlining His journey to us. It’s one beautiful plot, 
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woven by God in eternity past and touching the moments of 
our present days.

God’s Word speaks to every part of life. Even the parts where 
it— seemingly— doesn’t. I’ve never found the words foster care 
in the Bible, but I have found rich truths about God and hu-
mans, family and children, sacrifice and trust, forgiveness and 
love. Foster care is all throughout the Bible. God speaking to 
us, commanding and encouraging, teaching and comforting.

I wish foster care had a manual. It doesn’t, and I wouldn’t 
dare presume to write one. I’m not an expert, and I don’t have 
all the answers. This book is not a how- to kind of book. It’s 
a from- the- trenches kind of book, a wrestling- with- God- in- 
the- desert kind of book. Most of all, this is a tasted- and- seen 
kind of book. I pray that my times of digging through God’s 
Word and searching for an answer bring you some direction. I 
pray that my grappling with the difficulties of this life of foster 
parenting produces for you some level of peace. I pray that my 
tripping and falling on my face allows you to avoid the same 
pitfalls. I pray that God meets you through reading this as He 
has met me through writing it.
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one
What Did I Do to My Life?

WWe were like a group of vets sharing war stories. Like old 
men sitting around a campfire, patches from wars both 

won and lost emblazoned on hats, sharing old tales with that 
so- strange combination of sadness, sentimentality, and pride. 
Each tale sadder and stronger than the last, growing in drama 
and volume as the night goes on. War stories. Telling of their 
unseen wounds, finding communion in their shared battles.

Our gathering was all of that. Except, you know, the part 
about the old men and the war. It actually was just me and my 
gal pals lounging on a tweed couch, drinking coffee, and doling 
out Goldfish crackers, soothing toddler tantrums and tween 
dramas.

But the experience was the same. We told tales of foster care 
battles past and some very, very present. We exposed the war 
wounds of trauma and loss and hellos and goodbyes. We sa-
vored the camaraderie of shared experience, sitting with those 
who could understand, finding comfort in the amen- like “mm- 
hmms” and the laughs that said, “I see you.”

The girls’ grandfather OD’d. Do I tell them?
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Her IQ test came back at 64. Forget what this means for 
school next year. What does this mean for the rest of  her life?

She had a hallucination last night that bad men were touch-
ing her butt.

It looks like he’s going home. Well, by “home,” I mean the 
homeless shelter.

Her therapist said it will probably be a lifelong struggle.
Mom’s parents just showed up after fifteen months and are 

filing for custody.
Just a few friends on a normal Thursday morning, sitting 

around and chatting, wading through the heaviest of heavy. I 
shot wide, tear- brimmed eyes at my fellow soldiers/warriors/
just plain old foster moms and laughed. “Guys, what did we 
do to our lives?”

Who does this to their life? Who chooses to uproot a “nor-
mal” one- boy- one- girl happy life for hard and broken? Who 
signs on for tears and sleepless nights? Who opts in for poop 
smears and calls to the police, for family court and social 
worker visits? You and I. Foster parents.

Counting the Costs

The only person who chooses a life full of difficulty, chaos, and 
pain is the one who has weighed the other options and decided 
that the benefits exceed the costs. Being a foster parent entails 
costs— true costs. And like line items in a budget, they add up: 
less time with other children, fewer peaceful morning cups of 
coffee, increased stress, decreased health, marital stress, days 
and weeks missed at work, restless nights, heartbreaking good-
byes, less time for passions and pursuits, fewer invitations to 
dinner with friends, missed promotions, rare quiet nights in, 
lack of sleep.
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Some costs you can see and measure. Some are impercep-
tible in the short term and invisible to others. Yet each cost is 
tangible, bringing you deeper and deeper into the red, depleted 
and poor and on the way to bankruptcy.

But what about the benefits? The joys: a child’s laughter, good 
grades, reunification, adoption. The victories: She told me she 
loves me. She’s becoming less afraid of  men. He told me the 
truth when I asked him. Mom said thank you. He’s opening up 
about the past. She slept through the night. She smiled. We had 
such a fun day as a family. Dad has been sober for three months.

Are these joys and victories enough? Is the math as simple 
as “the good outweighs the bad”? If you’re new to the game, 
you may still be running on adrenaline and happy moments. 
But time and kids and parents and workers and behaviors and 
investigations and reunifications and failed reunifications can 
beat the honeymoon right out of you. And the question stands: 
Why am I a foster parent anyway?

Foster parent, this is a question you have to be able to an-
swer with clarity and confidence, with a foundational kind of 
answer. You need a sustaining truth that transcends situations, 
conditions, thoughts, and feelings. Your reason cannot be cir-
cumstantial. It must be theological.

Worth It

I shouldn’t have picked up my phone! I should’ve just ignored 
it. Why did I even pick it up? I stomped through my sister’s 
backyard, calling the kids out of the pool. We huddled in the 
corner of the yard as my kids’ cousins looked over their shoul-
ders in question.

“Guys”—I looked into each of their eyes with compassion—
“the worker just called, and they’re coming to pick up Dom in 
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five minutes to move him to his great- aunt’s house. We need to 
say goodbye. Quickly.”

A cacophony of little voices responded. “What?” “No!” 
“We’re not even home!” “He doesn’t even have his stuff!” “This 
isn’t fair!”

“I know. I’m sorry. I’m so sorry. Now give him a kiss.”
When the worker arrived— the same worker who had brought 

him to our home from the NICU, the same worker who had 
talked about adoption every conversation for six months, the 
same worker who had confirmed “there’s no family willing to 
step in”—I couldn’t even look at her.

“Judge’s orders.” She shrugged.
“You couldn’t have followed the judge’s orders tomorrow? 

Or tonight?” I questioned.
Her tone shut down my questioning completely. “My daugh-

ter has a dance recital.”
I kissed the forehead of the boy I’d called “son” for the past 

six months, walked to the backyard, and promised myself, “I’m 
done with foster care.”

“I’m done,” I repeated to Alan on the phone. My husband 
hadn’t even gotten the chance for the quick forehead kiss that 
I had.

“Jamie . . . we’re not—”
“Yes. We. Are. Or at least I am. I’m done,” was my final 

answer. There were too many sacrifices. Too much heartbreak. 
Too much loss and injustice and frustration. Too many reasons 
to be done.

When we got home, I clicked on the TV for the kids— knowing 
the screen could offer them more than I could— and sent myself 
to my room. I paced around the rug at the foot of my bed and 
allowed the tears to stream and collect at my chin. I hate this. I 
don’t want to do this to myself  or to my kids anymore. I don’t 
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want this to be my life. I don’t want to feel this way anymore. 
I’m done. I finally got tired of crying and pacing and pulled out 
my journal. It’s where my battles are fought. Feeling my feelings, 
thinking my thoughts, and then reorienting all that to what I 
know, what I believe. To what is true.

I hate foster care. None of this is as it should be. A baby 
shouldn’t have to be taken from his mother two days after 
birth. A worker shouldn’t leave just a few minutes to say good-
bye. A family shouldn’t have their hearts broken over and over. 
It’s not supposed to be like this. This system and this whole 
wide world are broken, broken, broken.

But it doesn’t shock You, oh God, when I shake my fist at it 
all. When I say, “I hate this,” and I say it to You, it’s said like a 
prayer. A faith- filled acknowledgment that though this isn’t 
how it should be, You are above it all. A desperate cry that 
though I feel like I can’t do it anymore, You will give me the 
strength. A worn- out and weary statement of faith: I do all 
of this for You. A held- close conviction that it doesn’t matter 
how hard, this is worth it.

What has carried me through the hardest moments of fos-
ter care and carries me still is remembering and believing and 
knowing deep down that foster care is worth it. The costs and 
trials and pain are overcome by the value, overwhelmed by the 
worth. Foster care is worth it. But sometimes I need to be re-
minded of why that’s true.

Children Are Worth It

“Mothers do hard things out of love for their children. This 
is a loving and sacrificial choice,” I said to the woman crying 
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on the other end of the line. You could label her “prostitute” 
or “heroin addict,” but really she was just a mom trying to 
figure out how to do right for her baby. Seven months pregnant 
and well aware that she couldn’t give her daughter the life she 
needed, she was looking for an adoptive family to step in. 
Her friend knew I could help with that and shared my phone 
number.

“I don’t know why this happened like this . . .” Her voice 
trailed off.

“I don’t either, and I am so sorry for the pain you’re walk-
ing through right now.” I tried to empathize. “But I do know 
one thing: God created this precious life. He is the One who 
formed her in your womb. He already loves her and already has 
a good plan for her. He chose you to be her birth mother, and 
He’s already chosen her forever family. Her little life is precious 
to Him.”

She continued to weep as I grew silent.
All children are precious. Their human lives are created in 

the image of God, mirrors reflecting the glory of the heavenly 
Father, likeness bearers of the Almighty.

Every child is artfully and lovingly handcrafted by the Cre-
ator. Before time began, each child was loved and cherished and 
planned. All children were on the heart of the Savior as He bled 
in love. No past abuse, current struggle, or future prognosis; no 
gender, race, or ethnicity; no medical diagnosis, mental illness, 
physical handicap, behavioral issue, or educational classifica-
tion; no thing, not one thing, nothing steals one ounce of the 
divine image from a child. No label or prefix or description that 
marks a young soul as “other” can detract from the inherent 
worth of a child.

Any day— or life— spent serving precious children is one 
well spent.
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Families Are Worth It

Today the highlight of my day is my foster daughter’s video 
call with her mom. She kisses the phone and toddles away with 
it, laughing and chatting her baby language into the screen. 
She loves her mom, and she loves getting to talk to her mom.

After ten minutes, I confiscate the phone and get on for my 
turn. I talk to her mom— this stranger turned friend whom I’ve 
come to love— about the job she got at Amazon the day before. 
She just moved back from out of state, so she’s in transition. I 
ask her what she’s been eating.

“Don’t worry, I’m eating,” is her response.
“Oh yeah, what?” I wait. “Text me a list of what you need, 

and I’ll drive it over in the morning.”
“Thank you, Jamie. Love you.”
“I love you too, Kelly. Say, ‘Love you, Mommy,’” I direct our 

girl before we hang up.
If you would have told me seven years ago when I first became 

a foster parent that this was a conversation I would someday 
have, I never would have believed you. I came into foster care 
understanding that children are worth it but struggling to be-
lieve that families— families so broken, so far from what they 
should be— are really worth trying to repair.

I’ll delve into this in the next chapter, so I won’t belabor this 
point here, but the family is important because it’s been called 
so by God. The family is a theologically rich picture of the 
Trinity, the church, and the people of God. The family is the 
divine plan for a human’s physical, emotional, psychological, 
and relational needs to be met. It’s as important an earthly 
institution as can be, and it’s smack-dab at the center of foster 
care. Playing a part in foster care— in families being healed and 
reunited— is important work because the family is important.
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Living for Jesus Is Worth It

I still remember the commencement speech at my best friend’s 
high school graduation. It was corny and cliché, but it was 
almost twenty years ago and I’m referencing it in my book, 
so I guess it did the trick. The pastor handed a dollar bill to 
each of the graduates and charged them, “You have one life to 
spend. Spend it on what matters.” It put a lump in my throat 
and a fire in my veins: I don’t want to waste this one life. I want 
to spend it for Jesus.

For me, this is the why of foster care. Really, it’s not the kids 
or the parents. It’s something— Someone— else completely. I’m 
not a foster parent because I know that children need homes or 
because I believe families should be reunited or because I love 
adoption. I’m a foster parent because I love Jesus. Because I 
want my life to be lived in surrender to Him— my days spent in 
worship of Him. Others may worship Him as missionaries or 
teachers or plumbers, but I’ve chosen— rather, I’ve been chosen 
for— this messy and beautiful work of children and families. 
And the days when the costs are the greatest are the days when 
my truest worship is offered. Those are the days when foster 
care is less about cuddling babies and more about giving myself 
to my God as a living sacrifice.

The Answer

My question, “What did we do to our lives?” was said in jest, 
but it’s one I’ve wrestled with, ugly and dirty. This is the an-
swer I’ve arrived at: It’s not really my life in the first place. My 
life has been ransomed and purchased. I’ve been bought with 
a price, so now I belong to God. And above and before how I 
follow God is the fact that He made me His follower to begin 
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with. My life is not about what I’m doing for Him; it’s about 
what He has done for me. And it’s from this place that I follow 
Him into what He has called me to do. It’s at this place that 
the costs all make sense.

You see, God does the best kind of math. His math is the 
kind where nothing adds up but we always come out ahead. 
The kind where we merely regift to Him what He gave us in 
the first place and are rewarded for doing so. The kind where 
what we sacrifice for Him now waits for us in heaven later. The 
kind where we deserve nothing, and He gives us everything.

In the end, this is where the line items are reconciled, where 
the costs and rewards are balanced. Yes, kids are worth it. Fami-
lies are worth it. But do you want to know why foster care is 
worth it? Because it’s gospel work. And living for Jesus is always, 
always worth it.
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